ThoughtLab

A leader in surveys and analytics for
the financial service industry

Our analytics-led survey approach

ThoughtLab
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Our analytics-led survey approach
Unlike media companies that take a journalistic approach,
at ThoughtLab our economists ensure the quantitative
rigor and statistically validity of our survey analysis.
• Build statistically valid samples to enable projectable
results and segmentation analysis
• Validate the survey tool and results by applying quality
testing and statistical techniques
• Analyze survey results using advanced quantitative
methods, such as correlation and regression analysis
• Transform data output into customer-facing analytical
tools, models, and data visualizations
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Our analytics-driven survey process

Create detailed
survey outline

Define and
build sample

Program and
test survey

▪ Match with
project objectives

▪ Develop statistical
valid sample

▪ Write and approve
final questions

▪ Define required
output

▪ Ensure sample will
support
segmentation

▪ Code survey tool
(Key Survey)

▪ Specify types of
questions

▪ Organize
questions as
diagnostic

1 - 2 weeks

▪
▪
▪
▪

Regi on
Industry
Job title
Demographic
profi le

1 week

▪ Translate if
necessary
▪ Internal and
external testing

1 - 2 weeks

Field
survey
▪ Surveys take 4-8
weeks to field,
depending on
complexity
▪ We conduct
surveys in 3 ways:
▪ Onl i ne
▪ CATI
▪ Fa ce-to-face

4 - 6 weeks

Analyze survey
results
▪ Execute quality
checks
▪ Provide preliminary
top-line analysis

▪ Run cross-tabs,
identify trends,
highlight
differences

Internal results

Multi-format
content for
external use

▪ PPT slides

▪ Filtering tools

▪ White papers

▪ Benchmarking tools

▪ Filtering tool

▪ Indexes and ranking
tools

▪ Advanced analytics
▪ Correl a tion a nalysis
▪ Model ling
▪ Impa ct analysis

▪ Databases
▪ Interactive
infographics
▪ Customer-facing
models

1 week

1 - 3 weeks

2 - 4 weeks
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Our analytics-led survey approach

ThoughtLab
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Our unparalleled reach
ThoughtLab specializes in surveying financial service providers. Here is a sampling of
the segments that we cover across 200 countries:
Banks and credit
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Commercial banks
Investment banks
Brokerages
Savings and loans
Mortgage brokers
Retail banks
Credit unions
Consumer finance
Credit card companies
Transaction processing
Asset servicing/custodial

Government
•
•
•
•

Central banks
Supranational organizations
Sovereign wealth funds
Financial regulators

Wealth and asset management
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wealth managers
Asset managers/mutual funds
Private equity
Pension funds
Hedge funds/alternatives
Real estate funds
Trusts, estates, family offices

Insurance firms
•
•
•
•

Life/annuity
Property/casualty
Health
Commercial
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Thousands of respondents profiled

Banks and credit (167,600)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Commercial banks
Investment banks
Brokerages
Savings and loans
Mortgage brokers
Retail banks
Credit unions
Consumer finance
Credit card companies
Transaction processing
Asset servicing/custodial

Government (5,900)
•
•
•
•

Central banks
Supranational organizations
Sovereign wealth funds
Financial regulators

Wealth and asset management (78,200)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wealth managers
Asset managers/mutual funds
Private equity
Pension funds
Hedge funds/alternatives
Real estate funds
Trusts, estates, family offices

Insurance firms (32,600)
•
•
•
•

Life/annuity
Property/casualty
Health
Commercial
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Access to all users of financial services
Chief Financial Officers

Investors

Consumers

Corporate Treasurers
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How we ensure the highest quality

ThoughtLab
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How we ensure the highest quality

• We only work with sample companies that are ISO compliant
•

Sets out requirements for research confidentiality, project documentation,
training, outsourcing, and quality control

•

ISO representatives conduct annual audits to ensure compliance with standards

• We vet all survey panels carefully
•

Review recruiting techniques (e.g., D&B, Hoovers, other reputable sources)

•

Ensure pre-qualified, double opt-in respondent lists

•

Analyze retention rates and respondent churn

•

Check client references and quality control processes

• We apply rigorous quality control for every survey we conduct:
•

Review survey tool and sample for statistical validity

•

Check for pattern responses and internal inconsistencies
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Filtering, benchmarking and modeling tools to engage stakeholders

• Business impact models
• Benchmarking tools
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Survey-driven analytics

• Charts and text tell one story…

• …rich infographics tell another
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Building on a strong research foundation
Our multidisciplinary team of economists, technologists, and industry experts produce distinctive evidence-based
thought leadership to help clients engage a top financial executive audience.
The Broadridge Next-Gen Technology Adoption Survey: ThoughtLab conducted a comprehensive survey
to understand how financial services companies are adopting AI, blockchain, the cloud, and digital
technologies; where they are investing most; and the returns they generating.
Driving Cybersecurity Performance: A comprehensive research program produced in partnership with the
Wall Street Journal and a coalition of leading cybersecurity, cyber insurance, and technology experts to
better understand current investments, practices, plans and performance results.
Mastering the Shadow Economy: ThoughtLab was commissioned by Mastercard to better understand the
shadow economy on the economies of 150 countries. The shadow economy, sometimes called the informal
or underground economy, comprises economic activity that takes place outside of formal channels –
generally to avoid government scrutiny and taxation – and is not officially calculated in the gross national
product.

Digital Transformation of SMBs: ThoughtLab performed a cost analysis survey for Visa to support a multipronged research program that assessed digital transformation barriers and opportunities for small and
medium businesses (SMBs). This survey provided market insights and tangible strategies to meet the
evolving demands for a “digital First” commerce experience.

• Wealth and Asset Management 2021: Preparing for
Transformative Change
• Wealth and Asset Management 2022: The Path to Digital
Leadership

• The Next-Generation Wealth Advisor
• Women and Wealth
• Targeting the Digital Generation
• Finance Reimagined: Long-term Value in the Digital Age
• How Do You Build Value When Clients Want More than
Wealth?
• The Broadridge Next-Gen Technology Pulse Survey

• How Can Private Equity Transform into Positive Equity?
• Global Banking Outlook 2018: Pivoting Toward an
Innovation-Led Strategy
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ThoughtLab
DRIVING BUSINESS THROUGH DECISION SUPPORT
Lou Celi
CEO
(917) 459-4614
Louceli@thoughtlabgroup.com
Michael Geach
Director of Business Development
(646) 334-7022
Michaelgeach@thoughtlabgroup.com

